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MODEL

F01 (7 Series
Sedan) F10 (5 Series Sedan) F22 (2 Series Coupe) F23 (2 Series Convertible)

F30 (3 Series
Sedan)

F31 (3 Series Sport
Wagon) F32 (4 Series Coupe) F33 (4 Series Convertible)

F34 (3 Series Gran
Turismo)

F36 (4 Series Gran
Coupe)

F48 (X1 sDrive 28i or
xDrive 28i) F80 (M3 Sedan)

F82 (M4 Coupe) F83 (M4 Convertible) F85 (X5 M) F86 (X6 M)

Equipped with one of the following options:

SA0663 - Radio Professional 
SA0606 - Navigation Business
SA06FP - Radio Visual Boost
SA06UM - Mini navigation system
SA06UN - Navigation
SA06UP - Navigation Plus

SITUATION
After driving through an area with poor radio reception (tunnel, parking garage, etc.), there can be a delay of
up to 4 minutes (approximate) for the list of available FM stations to update.

CAUSE
Sender lists (stations available for reception) are updated on a fixed time interval. If the last update event
was while in an area of poor reception, the update will not occur until the next scheduled event.

INFORMATION
As of 11/2015, all Entry-NAV/Media head units supplied in new vehicles were upgraded for improved noise
characteristics and quality. 

As a part of this upgrade, the hardware updating the sender lists was changed from an “update after every
diversity reception interruption or maximum of four minutes” configuration to “regular interval updates (every
four minutes) without regard to diversity reception status” configuration. This may cause a delay of up to
four minutes for updates to the sender list when leaving areas of poor reception.

The last received transmitter, before the entrance into underground car parking or a tunnel, is still received
and will show station identification.

This fixed interval update does not apply to Traffic Message Channel updates which remain active.

This new equipment operation pattern may be noticed by the customer after replacement of their Head unit.
All replacement Head units delivered since 01/2016 have the upgraded design.

An immediate solution would be for the customer to select one of their stored favorite stations via the menu
or favorites buttons.
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PARTS INFORMATION
Parts exchange or a software update are not effective or approved for this situation.

WARRANTY INFORMATION
Not applicable.
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